
the colour experts

What’s new in pressSIGN version 7

• New Dry Back feature  • Site groups (GPM only)
• Ink Substitution feature   • Updates on synching color libraries
• New automode feature  • Job templates
• Auto open jobs with URL links  • Server Monitor application added
• New search and filtering in pressSIGN Mobile • Customer reference field
• ISO 15339/GRACol® setup on installation • Manage Lists
• M1 for i1 Pro2 and SpectroJet  • Create client details centrally for GPM
• Update to Soft Proofing  • API - connect pressSIGN with other apps.
• New Pantone® Extended guide added  • Feathering feature added to G7® NPDC
• New Single Patch Mode features  • Dynamic search in Open Job window 

 

New Dry back feature
Many printers ignore dryback. They assume that what they print on the day is what is important. 
Whereas the customer is concerned with the colour when they receive the job. 
pressSIGN 7 introduces a faster and easier way to produce the right colour for the customer.  
The new dry back in 7 provides a much easier way of applying dry back calculations in pressSIGN.
What is dry back? 
Dry back is the change the colour shift takes place from the time that the ink is first laid on the press 
sheet to the time that it is received by the customer. Different print processes produce more or less 
of a colour shift.
Dry back for Spot colors
For the first time pressSIGN will include spot colours as well as process colours in the dry back 
calculations. pressSIGN’s Dynamic Density Adjustments (DDA) technology will show the operator 
how to adjust the ink density to get the best performance for when the ink has fully dried back for 
all colours. 



pressSIGN 7 shows you the visual difference between Wet and Dry measurements as well as the target.  
You can select the Ink & Paper and you’ll see a list of the appropriate measured jobs, both wet and dry. Se-
lect the jobs for which you want to apply dry back. You can see whether the colour bar matches and decide 
whether to merge the data from existing data, add new wet and dry data or ignore specific colours from the 
dryback calculation.  
 
pressSIGN 7 takes into account the volume of ink that was used in the DDA calculation, because the degree 
of dryback varies depending on the volume of ink laid down. 

Ink Substitution

pressSIGN is used by many large packaging companies that are constantly changing spot colours from one 
job to the next. They want to run with the same colour bar all the time. In the latest version of pressSIGN 
they will be able to swap out the CMYK colours for spots and pressSIGN will happily measure and report.  
This new feature will save many companies a significant amount of time not having to swap out multiple 
colour bars.

Job Templates

The new template feature is another time saving feature, saving users the 
need to type in the same information repeatedly.
In the new job window create a job with all the features you want and save 
this as a template that you can use over and over again. No more duplication 
of typing, just add the new job name. Job templates can be edited so they can 
be refreshed with updated settings.

The new job Templates make Automode that much more effectively and will 
be used more extensively in later releases of pressSIGN. See below on how 
Templates are used with automode functionality.

Automode

The new Automode feature enables pressSIGN to monitor a hot folder and au-
tomatically pick up the file and populate pressSIGN. The first introduction of 
Automode is for SVF files only. That is files coming from Intellitrax, EasyTrax 
and Komori PDCS.  
 
Working with Templates pressSIGN Automode can pick up the project name in 
the SVF file and this is associated with a pressSIGN Template. pressSIGN then 
complete all the job details. 

Using pressSIGN Automode operators don’t need to duplicate job set ups in 
both their closed loop systems and in pressSIGN making for a faster and easier 
set up and working environment.

The Automode defaults window allows for a default Template to be used if none is specified within the SVF 
file. If a Job has the same name as a previous job it allows users to either Append the new measurements to 
the old job or Create a new Job with an additional number. From the client select the hot folder to monitor. 
Jobs can come in from multiple presses to this one hot folder and pressSIGN will swap between jobs. 

If there is an error in the process of importing the job into pressSIGN a chat message can be sent to a logged 
in user.



Hot Folder aliasing with wild cards

To ensure the most efficient processing of files via Automode aliasing has been created for spot colour and 
templates. In other words if the file contains a Project Name entitled ISOCoated and we have a template entitled 
Coated then pressSIGN can select the appropriate Template. This enables users to stick to their original Project 
names and apply the appropriate Template in pressSIGN.

Aliasing is even more important when converting the spot colour names that maybe used in the SVF configura-
tion into spot colors that can be recognised in pressSIGN. For example the SVF file may call Pantone + 346 C 
pms 346. Using standard wildcard formatting it is easy to make this kind of conversion for the whole Pantone 
library. When set up, all colours with a pms prefix will be converted to the correct Pantone numbers.

Sitegroups

Users who manage multiple sites either in the capacity of a print or brand manager can now group sites togeth-
er in order to better manage the data they are receiving or delivering to these sites.

Sites can be in many different sitegroups. For example, the administrator may want someone to organise all the 
printers in a particular region and all the digital printers across multiple regions. The administrator can then 
assign management rights to different people to be responsible for these various sitegroups.

Server Monitor application

pressSIGN 7 comes with an additional application that allows users to check that the server is running correctly. 
This application can monitor the server locally or across the internet to ensure that the remote server is available 
to synch jobs.  

The Server Monitor is also there to automatically backup the database. The server monitor is set to back up a 
Daily, Weekly and Yearly basis. This means that after 1 year you will have 7 daily backups, 12 monthly backups 
and 1 yearly backup. If for any reason the database gets corrupted your backups will be there so that you can 
restore the data quickly and easily.

We have many clients that have hundreds of thousands of jobs in their database. When you have a database with 
this many jobs it becomes unwieldy. The server monitor offers an option to delete jobs older than a defined 



date. Managing this If your database is getting too large then the server 
monitor can be set to delete files older than a defined date. It’s easy to set up 
and will work in the background with no further human intervention.

Auto open jobs with URL links
pressSIGN 7 allows external systems to generate a URL link that will open a 
specific job. 

A typical example of a link would look like presssign://
command=openjob&job=xxxxx. Auto open job is designed for MIS or 
similar database systems to be able to link to pressSIGN. Database manag-

ers would find the creation of this type of URL link very easy to set up. 

We have introduced this URL feature into the web browser reports that are available with pressSIGN Mobile. 
For example, from the web browser reports create a Graph, select a job and then click on the pressSIGN icon 
(see arrow on the image). When you click the icon it will directly open the job. 
 
New search and filtering in pressSIGN Mobile

Open pressSIGN Mobile or the Web Browser Reports directly from Pro or Trends Client and pressSIGN 7 of-
fers a new ability to search and filter all your pressSIGN Jobs.

The new searching facility allows for the most sophisticated filtering facilities. Have a look at the example 
below:

In this example we have a created and 
saved a search filter called France and 
Leicester (Abbott). The first filter is for 
the Country, France and all jobs that 
have the target ISO 12647-2 Coated 
Black Backing v5. 

We have then added a new set of condi-
tions, The site is Leicester, and the client 
is Abbott, and the press is K6-2. These 
two sets or filters are connected by the 
OR statement. 

This will result in the filter delivering all 
jobs that have either condition one or 

condition two. Having this level of filtering allows users to access all data in their database quickly and easily.

The results of this saved filter when shown in the Trends Graph on our database was:



Customer Reference field
Version 7 of pressSIGN offers the uses an additional field for users to fill in. They may receive a customer 
reference number that their client wants to see when the job is uploaded to their web site. The new customer 
reference field is where such an option should be input. See screen image below.

GRACol, Japan Color and ISO installation.
Users have the option of installing different international targets when they initially launch pressSIGN. In-
stead of only one configuration users can pick from GRACol, ISO 12647 or Japan Color. Choosing these one 
or more of these options will also effect the set up of default color bars that are in the system. For example 
selecting GRACol will mean the default color bars installed will have 50, 40 40 for the 50% gray balance etc.

Selecting GRACol will install GRACol 2006 as well as the 7 CRPCs of ISO 15339.  CRPC 6 is the same as 
GRACol 2013.

If you are an existing pressSIGN user then you will have to install these new target standards manually. 

For Mac users go to Applications and right click on the pressSIGN 7 Icon, go to ‘Show Package Contents’, 
Resources, G7 Charts, select the icv files that you require and copy them to a location like the Desktop. From 
pressSIGN go to New Job or Job Settings and import the icv files (press targets you require) and then make 
any adjustments to tolerances and scoring that you might want to make.



For Windows Users life is much simpler. Go to pressSIGN Job Settings or New Job and import a new stand-
ard from your pressSIGN folder/Resources/Charts/G7 Charts.

Manage Clients, Users, Clients, Color Bars
Many users find that after using pressSIGN for a number of years they may end up with a long list of press 
targets or clients that are no longer appropriate. pressSIGN 7 has resolved this issue. 

Go to Edit -> Manage Lists and select either Standard (press targets), Ink & Paper, Press, Colour Bar, User or 
Client. When you select any of the above you can untick the item and it will not appear in the Open Job or 
Job Settings Window. 

Managing the lists like this enables you to recover the selection should you need it in the future. Please see the 
screen shot below.

 

Measure in M1 mode using pressSIGN 7.1 

pressSIGN 7 has been able to control the eXact, SpectroDens and Konica-Minolta FD-7 since pressSIGN ver-
sion 6. pressSIGN 7.1 adds two new instruments that can also measure in M1 mode, the X-Rite i1Pro2 and 
the new Techkon SpectroJet.

The X-Rite i1Pro2 is certainly the most widely used spectrophotometer and for good reason. It is extremely 
accurate and at the same time very cost effective. The i1Pro2 can measure in M1 when used only with the 
zebra scanning ruler that comes with the i1Pro2. This limits the length of the scanning strip to approximately 
280mm/11 ins.

When reading a strip with the i1 you need to measure in both directions in order to receive data in M1 mode. 
Single patches  can also be read in M1 mode.

pressSIGN can set the i1 to measure in M0, M1, M2 or M3 modes. The i1 can also be set at a low resolution 
mode in order to read coarse line screens normally associated with screen printing.

In order to choose the correct measurement mode go to Edit-> Measurement Deivices->X-Rite i1 Pro and 
select the mode you require. Please remember that you cannot read a full width color bar in M1 mode. The i1 
Pro 2 is only designed to read short strips in scanning mode in M1 mode.



The Techkon SpectroJet

The Techkon SpectroJet can also be set to M1 mode as well as M0, M2 or M3. The SpectroJet runs on it’s own 
wheels system and can measure a 3 mm x 3 mm patch size. In order to make it easier to read a full length 
color bar, an optional track is available, to guide the device as it is pushed along.

Why measure in M1 mode?

The M1 measurement mode is designed to cope with substrates with significant Optical Brightener (OBA). 
Older M0 devices fail to distinguish between OBA high substrates that look visually different to the observer. 
M1 devices are able to show a measurable difference between substrates with a high levels of OBA.

There is no benefit in using an M1 device that has no OBA. 

The latest ISO 12647-2 2013 and ISOPAS 15339 targets are based on M1 measurements.

New feature for pressSIGN GPM

pressSIGN Global Print Management (GPM) has a server to server connection capability that allows multiple 
print sites to connect up to one central server. This allows print and quality managers to monitor perfor-
mance from multiple sites around the world. Last year we introduced custom color library synchronisation, 
whereby a color library uploaded to a central server could be distributed to multiple sites (or site groups) 
around the world. This capacity removes the cost of sending out color swatches to many different locations.

pressSIGN now introduces the same capacity for client names. Upload a client name to a central server and 
that client with all the password information will be available in the drop down menu for the connected sites. 

This avoids the problem for QC managers receiving data with the same client name spelled in multiple differ-
ent ways and at the same time making it easier for printers to select the correct client and synchronize their 
jobs.

Update to soft proofing

When opening up a job in the soft proofing module you can hover over the image and the color inspector 
window will show you the estimated and target Lab values.

API - for pressSIGN connectivity to other applications 
The latest version of pressSIGN includes an API which allows third-party applications to receive data directly 
from pressSIGN. Many users wish to include the information collected by pressSIGN-Pro and pressSIGN 
GPM in their own reporting tools to present to clients or their own internal systems. 



Management Information Systems (MIS) can be programmed to call upon the pressSIGN server to deliver 
the metadata on scoring etc. so that these are included in reports within the MIS program.
New Pantone Extended Gamut Library added

Like all good companies Pantone are continually investigating options relevant to their customers. The latest 
development is the Extended Gamut Guide which is a response to the growing interest in Expanded Gamut 
or N-Color printing. The guide shows users the variation between the Solid Pantone colors and the nearest 
color made from CMYK plus Orange, Green and Violet.  No color is made from more than three of the seven 
colors. 

Use pressSIGN to check how well operators are to the Extended Gamut colors a long with all the other Pan-
tone libraries. Custom color libraries can be created in pressSIGN either by measurement, importing CxF or 
CGATs files or by typing in Lab values. Libraries can be shared between users either automatically from a cen-
tral server in pressSIGN GPM or manually.

Feathering for Grey Balance Tonal Curves
From time to time paper and ink condition mean the CMY overprints have a marked non-neutral hue. Ad-
justing the grey balance curve to neutral throughout the tonal range can produce anomalies. See how in the 
image below the magenta and cyan curves in the shadow area have moved to extreme distortions.

In the next image we have told pressSIGN to stop trying to achieve a grey balance after 62% and this has 
maintained a much smoother tonal curve in the shadow area.



The disadvantage of this approach is that aspects of the image that are meant to be grey that are over the 
percentage selected will have not be neutral. The best approach is to change the inks or the substrate in order 
to produce a neutral grey balance throughout the tonal range.

To turn on this feature select plate adjustments from the summary view and the option to reduce the grey 
appears.

To make it easier to see the impact of your choices, not only on the shape of the tonal curve, but visually on 
the image we have added this feature to the pressSIGN soft proof option. The soft proof option is in press-
SIGN Pro and Trends clients.  See the image below.

Move the slider to the desired position, check the tonal curve diagram on the Summary View. The next step is 
to output the tonal curve adjustment to your RIP in the usual way.



New Softproof feature

If you are printing brand colors out of CMYK it’s often difficult to control all the elements. Balancing the 

brand color and the images so both match the proof. 
Use the soft proofing to help. Open the image in the 

module and hover the cursor over the brand color. The Color Inspector window will show the CMYK break 
down and the Delta E variation from the target.  

Additional Connectivity for pressSIGN
pressSIGN-Pro and GPM can now be configured to accept data from Clarios the latest operating software 
from GMI-AVT a third-party closed loop system for most Web presses. pressSIGN and Clarios makes it easier 
for customers to achieve consistent color accuracy and print standardization. Clarios data can work in auto-
mode so there is no need to do any setup in pressSIGN.

pressSIGN can accept data from many thrid-party closed loop systems as well as from many press manufac-
turers’ systems. 

New Single Patch Mode features
Go to the Single Patch Window and the Lab Denisty Tab. Select any color from the list of measured patches. 
You will then see a similar view to the one on the right.

 

 
Select any color in the list and by default it will compare it to any color in the target standard, whether it’s 
tone or solid for CMYK & spots. Alternatively select anothe color from the list or measure a color. In the 



example above I have selected a 40% M to compare with the target. We can see that it is slightly light and too 
far to the left on the b axis.

Filter Measurement in Single Patch Mode window

By default all the patch measurements appear in the right hand side. You can now filter these measurements. 
In the example on the right I have taken an average of all the blacks that have been measured in the job. I 
could have chosen any of the colors including the spot colors. 
 
Alternatively I could have chosen the patches from the selected measurements from the job window, select all 
the spot colors, all the process colors or sepcific colors.

 
 


